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The Biblical Echo: Reflections on Bible, Jews and Judaism by
EMANUEL FELDMAN (Ktav Publishing House, 1986).

Reviewed by
Hillel Gold berg

Emanuel Feldman has fallen prey to the
temptation of all writers of occasional

pieces-sermons, columns, essays. "You
really should publish a book," the admir-
ing reader or listener urges the author of
that short piece, or sermon, so right, so
appropriate, for the occasion. What the
admirer does not realize is that the piece,
or sermon, might be so wrong, so
inappropriate or at least so irrele-
vant~on another occasion. No, the
reward for short pieces is almost never
book-length posterity; it is the occasion
itself. The author wishes to immortalize
himsclf; the reader yawns.

It is good that Feldman fell prey.
His collection, The Biblical Echo,

is sufficiently coherent to warrant

publication.
More than most, Feldman under-

stands a distinction that escapes many
. good writers and many good speakers:
good writing is often not good speaking,
and good speaking is often not good
writing. Rare is that memorable sermon
or speech that can be reprinted verbatim
and retain its sting; rare is that memor-
able article or column that can be read
out loud and not turn dull.

The Biblical Echo, then, is not a
book of sermons; it is, mostly, a book of
reorganized, rewritten-more, recon-

ceivcd~scrmons, and of articles of
enduring interest. Let it be said from the
outset: Feldman's writing is never less
than adequate, and some of it soars. Let
the reader turn, for example, to "Joseph
and the Biblical Echo." One not only
reads about the "echoes "-the linguistic,
psychological, and instantial reverbera-
tions of Biblical Joseph up and down
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Genesis-one also absorbs the echoes of
Feldman's style, the deft repetition of
phrase and point to summon with rhet-
oric, not just with idea, the echoes of
Joseph.

In a serious volume such as this, one
does not expect humor. Yet, there is
humor. The last of the book's nine
sections, "With Tongue in Cheek,"
unveils the Feldman capable of breaking
down defenses with more than reasoned
argument. Laughing at himself, clutch-
ing his belly, the reader reads Feldman's
jibes at everything from plaques to

testimonials, from reflexive shopping to
reflexive Sabbath desecration: humor
communicates.

"Biblical Echoes" and "Biblical Per-
sonalities," the first two sections of Part I
("The Jew and His Bible"), are, in my
view, the hest. By and large, we have here
superb examples of that lost genre,
recently lamented by Norman Lamm,
derash. Homiletics. The genre fallen on
hard times, supposedly inferior to sup-
posedly more sophisticated genres
(mysticism, allegory, plain meaning),
supposedly bereft of elements of those
genres.

Not in Feldman's hands. Precise
examination of phraseology, sensitivity
to literary merit, vulnerability to con-

temporary concerns, use of Biblical,
Talmudic, midrashic, and kabbalistic
sources or motifs, inform the hest of
Feldman's essays, all of which body forth
a novel turn of thought or approach.

Essays on Issac are especially fresh, and
poignant.

In a different section of Part I are
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two articles particularly informed and
cogent: "The Traditional Jew and Bibli-
cal Criticism," a critique of unadmitted
assumptions of Biblical Criticism; and
"Cherchez la Femme: Judaism and
Women," a critique of the having-it-
both-ways approach of Blu Greenberg.

Parts II to IV~"Thc Jew and His
Land," "The Jews and the Nations," "A
Jew and Himself: A Personal Notc-
book"-run a wide gamut: memoirs,
polemics, ruminations, reviews, and the
humor. Some are more successful, some
less; none are overwrought, all have an
edge, a provocative attention-getting
quality, heightened, sometimes, to an
audacious touch (the comparison of the
funerals of Elvis Presley and the Gerer

Rebbe is a juxtaposition so outrageous
that the reader, the listener, must learn
something of the outrageousness of con-
temporary idol worship, something of
the sanctity of towering Jewish leaders).

A variety of circles-returnees
(ba'alei teshuvah), havurah types, aca-
demic students of Judaism~take Jewish
texts more seriously than they ever have
before. It is to these connoisseurs of

informed, insightful reading of Biblical
texts that The Biblical Echo can reach.

But let me not be guilty of false
distinctions, as if teshuvah and academic
study were not pertinent to readers of
Tradition. Minimally, I can say that they
are pertinent to me. The Biblical Echo
can reach out~reach in-it reached me.

America's Jews in Transition by CHAIM i. WAXMAN (Temple U niv.
Press, Phila., Pa.), $17.95.

Reviewed by
Gershon Kranzler

Professor Waxman's survey of the his-
torical background and the patterns of
sociological change in the American
Jewish community, especially since the
middle of the twentieth century, is a most
informative and challenging work. It is
thoroughly researched and well docu-

mented, and is a veritable treasure trove
of significant findings of the still sparse,
but growing, sociology of the American
Jewish community literature. The lan-
guage is clear and free of the massive

jargon that makes many other books
indigestible for the layman. Based on a
wealth of facts and figures, the emphasis
of America's Jews in Transition is a pithy
analysis of the historical developments
and of the ideologies of interpretation. It
presents the reader with a clear position

in the welter of frequently contradictory,
skewed, or incomplete statistics that
provide more puzzlement than insight
into the realities of the rapidly changing
American Jewish scene.

The essence of Waxman's position
is his challenge to the doomsday views,

as well as to the rosy-coloring, of some of
the best-known recent evaluations of the
current status and future of the Jewish
community in the United States. He
debunks the so-called "straight-line" the-
ory of massive assimilation and the

equally popular secularization theory
predicting the demise of institutionalized
religion in America in general. Careful
analysis of facts leads him to a measure
of cautious optimism for the future. This
is largely based on the increasing affir-
mation of the younger generation's atti-
tude towards their Jewish ethnicity, on
the positive impact of such vital factors
as the growth of the Day School move-
ment since World War II, and the broad
impact of Israel, especially since the Six
Day War. He points to the cultural
interchange as growing numbers of
American Jews, especially the young, are
spending some time visiting, experienc-
in'g, and learning at Israeli institutions, at
kibbutzim, seminars, and the new cen-
ters of intensive Torah study, even when
they have had little previous contact with
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the basic sources of knowledge and the
religio-ethnic ideology.

Waxman has no illusions about the
effect of this frequently superficial "re-

turn" on the masses of the American

Jewish middle-class community, in view
of the fact that the peaking professional-
ization of the younger generation results
in a decrease of vital community par-
ticipation. He rejects some of the widely
publicized projections of the demo-
graphic decline and the threat of loss by
intermarriage, especially on the college

scene, where the vast majority of young
American Jews assert their individuality
and break with traditions. On the other
hand, he is pessimistic about the "re-
verse" argument of those who claim that
the Jewish community is gaining by
opening its restrictions against intermar-
riage because we have more to gain
statistically from attracting non-Jewish
spouses and their offspring. Waxman is
seriously concerned with the fact that the
vaunted return of the Fourth Generation
does not really represent a coming home
to "the world of their fathers and moth-
ers." Their search for new religious and
cultural patterns of the Jewish experi-

ence does not necessarily augur well for
Jewish survival from a long range per-
spective when they perceive less value in
the affiliation with the central structures
of the community, in spite of stronger
identification with Jewishness and inter-
est in Jewish culture.

One of the valuable contributions of
Waxman's book is a careful presentation
of the dimensions and nature of recent

immigration waves, such as those from
Soviet Russia, from Israel, and from
Iran. Their impact on the patterns of
change in the American Jewish com-
munity is not significant. N or do they
offer much cause for optimism from the
angle of Jewish survival in their success-
ful integration and acculturation to the
American lifestyle.

As a competent sociologist, Wax-
man hedges his predictions for the short
and long range patterns he sees evolving,
as the Fourth Generation of American
Jews is beginning to play an increasing

role in the dynamics and structure of
American Jewish life. He has marshalled
an impressive wealth of information and
projections that reinforce his faith in

Jewish survival for the immediate and
farther future of thc Jcwish family and
the Jewish community. One may quibble
with minor lags or inadequacies in his
comprehensive coverage, such as thc

limited attention to the explosive growth
of the Hasidic movement and its educa-
tional system, which is the largest even
outside of Williamsburg, while the Day
School movement in general is going
through a crisis related to the population
decline. But overall, America:, Jews in
Transition is a most valuable textbook
for the lay reader, as well as for profes-

sional consumption. In the recent pro-
liferation of evaluative and prognostic
literature Waxman's book is a sound and
reliable guide for the knowledge and
understanding of the American Jewish
Community in the past, in the present,
and for the future.

Jewish Values in Bio-Ethics ed. by LEVI MEIER (Human Sciences
Press, New York, 1986), 189 pp. + Bibliography and Index.

Reviewed by

Reuven P. Bulka

With all of the books addressing bio-

ethical problems from the Jewish per-
spective that have appeared in recent

years, one may wonder whether another
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book on the topic is necessary. In other
words, how is this book, Jewish Values
in Bio- Ethics, different from all the
others?
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Reading this volume, one gets the
feeling that it is the type of a book that
should have been written and certainly
should be read, before getting into the
more detailed intricacies of Jewish law as
applied to medical ethical issues.

The book, very ably edited by Levi
Meier, and in an attractive manner with
readable print, is for the most part a
reproduction of the Max Martin Salick
memorial lectures, which are given an-
nually at the Cedars Sinai Medical

Center, through the efforts of the editor.
Aside from the editor's own contri-

butions to this work, including an intro-
duction, a treatment of the "code versus

no code" issue from a psychological and
Judaic perspective, an insightful piece on
filial responsibility to the senile parent,
and a short piece on the dynamics of

visiting the sick, the book contains a
treasure of insights from noted individu-
als in areas of Jewish scholarship in

general and medical ethics in particular.
Whether it be Fred Rosner or J.

David Bleich expounding on medical

experimentation issues, or Sir Immanuel
Jakobovits on truth-telling and the pro-
longation of life for the terminally ill, or
Elie Wiesel on the special sensitivity one
must extend to the Holocaust survivor
and the survivor's family, or Viktor
Frankl on coping with suffering, or
Irving Greenberg on the ethical covenant
that is incumbent npon doctors, or

Emanuel Rackman on the dynamics of
Jewish law and their specific implication
for medieal ethical issues, or David
Feldman on Jewish law rclative to the
newer reproductive techniques, the read-
er is amply rewarded with a broad

perspective which sets up the basic

parameters within which medical ethical
issues should be approached.

The basic strength of this book is
that after reading it, one comes away
imbued with a sense of the holy, the
fundamental values that inform any legal
decision that may be made in applying
Jewish law to medical exigencies. Very

often when reading through some of the
more detailed legal analyses of Jewish
law, with the objective of explicating a
complicated medical dilemma, one does
not get a sense of the soul of the law, and
in the intricacies of legal intrigue, this
most basic foundation upon which all
the legalities arc based is lost. This is not
to denigrate the legal process, which

must tackle delicate issues in a very
exacting and precise manner. However,
it is important that the values, be they the
sanctity of life, that life has infinite value,
the importance of empathy and sen-
sitivity in all concerns, be in the forefront
of our consciousness as the issues them-
selves are confronted.

This book serves that purpose elo-
quently and effectivcly, and is a welcome
volume not only for those who have as
yet not been introduced to the broad

scope of J cwish law and medicine, but
even for those who have taken a keen
interest in this topic and have stndied
some of the more detailed legal treatises.

Though thc basic strength of the
book is in its focus on the fundamental
issues, unencnmbered by complicated
footnoting, at times an important and
incisive comment is made which the
reader would love to trace to a primary
source. An example is Bleich's comment
regarding therapy which is hazardous in
nature:

In such cases employment of a hazardous
therapy is discretionary. The decision to
employ such procedures requires a careful
analysis of the risk/benefit ratio, i.e., an
analysis of the possibility of longevity

enhancement as opposed to possible dimin-
ution of life expectancy. It is the paticnt
who is charged with safeguarding and

preserving the life with whieh he has been
entrusted who has the right and the respon-
sibility for making such decision. (p. 72)

It would be nice to know the basis
for this prudent and enlightened ap-

proach, yet such basis is not provided.
On the other hand, were the book to be
loaded with notations, it would detract
from its basic strength. So, for those who
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want to delve further, it is on to other,
more detailed studies. As for this vol-
ume, it can be sccn, in a very definite

way, as projecting the soul that infuses

the body of law as it appears in other
very worthwhile volumes.
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